Abstract. We have explored the vortex phase diagram in a spherical single crystal of niobium ( ~ 9.3 K) via isothermal and temperature dependent dc magnetization and ac-susceptibility measurements. The crystal has extremely weak pinning that can be inferred from the reversibility of Oe. An interesting observation in the present study is the prominent fingerprints of surface superconductivity, starting just above the collapse of pinning at the peak position of the PE and ending at the surface critical field ( ). We have also observed the paramagnetic Meissner effect in field-cooled magnetization data recorded at relatively large fields in this crystal. A vortex phase diagram is constructed by marking the peak positions of the PE ( ), the upper critical field ( ) and the surface critical field ( ).
) loops and the paramagnetic effects in isofield dc magnetization plots, ranging from 500 Oe to 4000 Oe. The vortex phase diagram in this crystal does not include a multi-critical point, instead the and lines seem to extend up to , thereby implying that material characteristics of a given crystal perhaps determine the notion of multi-critical point in elemental Nb. 
Results and discussion
The spherical single crystal (mass = 49.1 mg) of niobium used for the present work was grown in a container-less condition by electrostatic levitation and melting by laser irradiation under high vacuum [10] . Dc magnetization was recorded either on a SQUID-VSM or a PPMS-VSM (Quantum Design, USA) and the ac susceptibility measurements were made using the PPMS-ACMS attachment (Quantum Design, USA). All the magnetic data were recorded for a dc field applied parallel to [100] direction. Figure 1 shows a portion of the H M -loop recorded at 2 K. The upper inset panel shows an expanded view of the H Mloop encompassing the peak effect (PE) region, just below the closure of the hysteresis loop and approaching the upper critical field, . The field value at which the peak of the PE occurs is marked as . The value of initial slope corresponding to the virgin (ZFC) portion of the magnetization curve is 1.59, which may be compared with the ratio (1.52) of the maximum magnetization (
(max) = 1820 Oe) and the turnover field (~1192 Oe). Both the numbers compare favourably with the ideal 3/2 value expected for a sample with spherical shape.
Note that the magnetic hysteresis above ~1500 Oe is rather small. Assuming that the residual hysteresis above notional is due to bulk pinning, we show in the lower inset panel of figure 1 , the plot of above , normalized to the value at . The PE indeed is a tiny anomaly; implying a shrinkage of only four times in correlation volume of the FLL from onset to peak of the PE. Note that the bulk pinning collapses as soon as T H = 500 Oe. We believe that the paramagnetic response traces its origin to the existence of paramagnetic Meissner effect (PME) in our sample, as detailed below.
In order to trace out in detail the signature of PME and surface superconductivity in our crystal, we have measured field-cooled (FC) magnetization while cooling (FCC) as well as heating (FCW) the sample at various applied fields. Figure 3(a) shows portions of FCW magnetization curves for 500 Oe < H < 1500 Oe. The inset panel in figure 3(a) shows the complete curve for T (K) 
